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                               REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

                                                        THE   HANSARD 

                                  Tuesday, 3
rd

 April 2018 

                                     The House met at 2.30 p.m. 

        {Hon Speaker (Hon. Ahmed I Abass) in the chair} 

 

PRAYERS 

 

Petition 

Petition on the removal of hon. Victoria Cheruto Limo as a member of Garissa county Assembly 

in respect of violation of article 194 (1)b of the constitution. 

(Consults clerk at the table) 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Members standing order 201 says the speaker may allow comments, 

observations and clarifications in relation to petition presented and may not exceed 30 minutes. 

That is how the standing order says.  

Any member who want to comment, an observations regarding the petition? Yes. 

Hon. Ali Abdullahi: Thank you Mr. Speaker, I have a comment to make on hon Victoria. I think 

we are now almost six month in this house and the presence of Victoria in this house is very rear. 

Victoria was brought here to represent a certain section of the community and Victoria failed to 

perform her duties according to the standing order. Any member who fails to appear in eight 

consecutive seatings without the permission of the speaker seems not to be a member of the 

house. I advise we declare the seat of Victoria vacant thank you very much. 

Hon. Speaker: Honorable member for Modogashe there is some other comment I commit this 

petition yes Honorable member Dertu 
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Hon. Osman Hussein: Thank you Mr. Speaker I would like to follow my colleague on this issue 

since as members of this House, we are rarely see the honorable member in this house. The 

member mentioned Mr. Speaker was representing the people of this county and if this member is 

no performing it is upon the speaker to take the necessary actioned. So Mr. Speaker she was a 

member of so many committees and if the member was not attending the committee sittings that 

shows that there was negligence of duty. I therefore appeal to the speaker to take the necessary 

actions. Thank you.  

Hon. Speaker: What is before this house is a petition. It is only when it is taken to a committee 

that we will be able to approve the allegations stated here correct. So as it stands now the speaker 

have rule regarding this matter unless we commit this issue to a committee of this house to do a 

necessary investigations and bring a report back to this house. I therefore commit this petition to 

the committee of powers and privilege. They should have not more than 60days to report back to 

this house thank you.  

MOTIONS AND BILLS  

Hon Shindes: Thank you Mr. Speaker I beg to move on it.  Mr. Speaker it is not a notice of 

motion but it should be a motion the paper I am having it is matter of a motion so it is 

misleading. 

Hon speaker: Thank you please go ahead.  

Hon Shindes: Mr. Speaker I beg to move the following motion  

AWARE THAT refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste disposal is a devolved function 

provided for by the constitution under the fourth schedule. 

FURTHER AWARE that constitution through article 42 provides for every person the right to a 

clean and healthy environment. 

NOTING that Kenya’s development blueprint, vision 2030, recognized the need to develop solid 

waste management systems in Kenya’s major town. 

Realizing that improved collection, management and disposal of urban waste is one important 

strategy that can yield multiple environment benefits by reducing risks associated with 

environment hazards. 
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CONCERNED that the residents of Garissa town have continually raised complains over the 

filthy state of the town due to dumping on major streets. 

COGNIZANT of the fact the town has inefficient waste management system and that the county 

government is required to manage waste disposal. This include amongst other things collection, 

transport, treatment and disposal of waste. 

ACKNOWLEDGING that some cities and towns across the world have a tradition of setting 

aside specific days for cleaning cities and towns to create awareness and enable residents 

appreciates the importance of a clean and healthy environment. Therefore, this motion urges the 

county government to set a town cleaning day in their annual calendar in order to raise 

awareness and let residents appreciate the value of a clean and healthy environment.  

Mr. Speaker, I am requesting Hon. Gedi to second me. 

Hon. Gedi: Mr. Speaker, I rise to second the motion  

Hon. Speaker: very well and the motion is urging the county government of Garissa to set a 

town cleaning day in the annual calendar in order to raise awareness and let the resident of 

Garissa appreciate the value of clean and healthy environment. Who to second it, Hon. Gedi  

Hon. Gedi: Thank you Mr. Speaker…. 

Hon. Speaker: There is a manner which you second it.  

Hon. Gedi: Mr. Speaker ….. 

Hon. Speaker: what will you do when you want to contribute a motion that you second it?  

Hon. Gedi: Thank you Mr. Speaker, I think this is a very important motion. As you know our 

town is really a filthy, full of refused bumps. Mr. Speaker, I think this is a metropolitan town; we 

have moved from town to metropolitan. This is the get way to north eastern. This is in fact where 

people call because we have got forty three tribes of Kenya in this town. So Mr. Speaker, this is 

the nerve of northern Kenya, the gateway and we need to raise the face lift of this town. Mr. 

Speaker if you pass the town especially I normally pass in between the general hospital and Boys 

town secondary school in fact I think our people have gone out of their senses. They are looking 

for a dumpsite near our students where our students are learning. Mr. Speaker with the outbreak 

of cholera and the lack of proper cleaning strategy in this town, it’s not in order and its quiet and 
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it’s against the international law, it’s health hazard in fact, it’s a health hazard those dumpsite 

because in Garissa we don’t have clear dumpsite and where you see a dumpsite somebody is 

claiming it as his own plot. I was very shocked to see a very big dumpsite somebody is claiming 

is his own plot. Mr. Speaker it’s not in fact it’s really disheartening so am supporting this and I 

don’t know if I am allowed to move further amendments to this motion. It’s very good therefore 

I urge the county government to set a budget and a town cleaning day because Mr. Speaker if 

you set a day for cleaning I think it’s called for work, I think it’s good to give something so that 

somebody cleans the town. Somebody left out the town volunteer ally because our people are 

used to be given something and I think we need to tie it with a budget and it’s good to say. 

Therefore this motion urges the county government to set a budget and a town cleaning day in 

the annual calendar so am putting an amendment Mr. Speaker so am requesting Hon. Ali to 

second that amendment thank you. 

Hon speaker: I hope that was not the second secondment because the member has an intention 

of seconding the motion. Honorable Shindes. 

Hon Shindes:  Mr. Speaker I don’t agree with my college hon Gedi that there should be 

amendment because this town belong to all of us that we show the ownership of this town and to 

clean is our health it’s very important honorable Gedi  I don’t agree with this amendments thank 

you Mr. Speaker    

 Hon speaker:  Lets honorable Hassan lets deal with amendments. The amendment is; Therefore 

this assembly urges the county government of Garissa to set a budget and town cleaning day in 

the normal calendar in order to create world residence and appreciate the world of clean in this 

environment. Motion that honorable Shindes was appealing, that amendment and therefore I put 

the question that is anything released in this budget in this motion except therefore I put the 

question.  

(Question on the motion amendment put and agreed) 

Yes honorable Hassan followed by member from super constituency.  

Hon Hassan (Nanighi ward): Mr. Speaker I would like to congratulate honorable Shindes for 

bringing this motion and this is second time, the last paragraph has ended saying about value of 

play and healthy environment and actually if you go to the market inside they may realize how 

dirty our town is than going Qoraxey in this Posta road or Ngamia road early in the morning you 

will see how the town is dirty furthermore Mr. Speaker as hon. Gedi said this is the gate of North 

eastern. The town should be cleaner for example as you are coming to Kismayo road starting 
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from mosque where we are having Alwaqaf, actually we need to take action. Mr. Speaker I was 

not with the idea that we set a budget because the town is ours and we need to volunteer 

everything. We don’t need to request every time money or budget. Therefore Mr. Speaker I stand 

to support this motion we need to start urgently. I thing tomorrow we are going to have the CEC 

for land we launch on that we request also to be there so that we can show the community that 

we are the frontier let them pick an example from us. Thank you. 

Hon. Speaker: And then… 

Hon.Daud (Danyere ward): In the name of Allah the Compassionate, the Merciful and peace be 

upon the prophet to make an amendment as follows this motion urges the privatization of waste 

disposal management thank you 

Hon. Speaker: Hon. Member for Danyere what you are suggesting is entirely a different view 

and therefore that you can only announce a motion within the context it is mentioned and the 

motion that want to set up a day in the calendar of his county that should be called a cleaning day 

if you want to privatize waste management that you don’t see is poorly realistic and therefore it 

seems to be that and I think you could bring the motion to make proper decision with the 

amendment  

Hon. Daud: Thank you Mr. Speaker sir I stand to be corrected  

Hon Speaker: Yes honorable Hussein Mohamed  

Hon Hussein Mohamed:  Thank you Mr. Speaker for considering the mood of the house and I 

didn’t contribute yet but I would love you to put the question.  

Hon Speaker:  Honorable member is that the mood of the house and by going with it I want to 

put the question to a motion to set up a specific day therefore the question is acknowledging 

some specific and tones across the world and tradition of setting aside of specific days of 

claiming the citizen times to enable the resident to create awareness and appreciate in getting and 

cleaning   the environment. Therefore we need to have special urgent from County Government 

to set up a cleaning day in order to raise awareness to make the resident to appreciate the 

environment. 

              (Question put and agreed upon) 

Honorable member if there is no any other business the house is adjourned to tomorrow 

Wednesday morning. 

 

(The House adjourned at 3:30pm.) 
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